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天才等于百分之一的灵感，加百分之九十九的汗水。 

Genius is one percent inspiration, ninety-nine percent perspiration. 
 
 
 

不积跬步，无以至千里，不积小流，无以成江海。 

A journey of thousands of miles may not be achieved through accumulation of each 
single step, just as the enormous ocean may not be formed gathering every brook or 

stream. 
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Abstract 

Fundamental studies on thermodynamic properties of vanadium-containing oxides systems are essential to 

understand practical vanadium metallurgical process. The CALPHAD technique is here applied to the 

thermodynamic modelling of the V-O, Ca-V-O and Ti-V-O systems. The compound energy formalism is used for all 

the solution phases. All optimization processes and calculations are performed using the Thermo-Calc software 

package. The present work attempts to develop a self-consistent thermodynamic database of all phases in the studied 

systems. The obtained datasets can be used to calculate thermodynamic properties, stable as well as metastable 

phase equilibria and driving forces for oxidation etc.  

Steelmaking slag is an important secondary source for vanadium extraction. The phase relationships and vanadium 

distribution in the CaO-SiO2-MgO-V2O3-Al2O3 synthetic slags, whose compositions were chosen based on the 

relevance to the steel producers, are also studied. Phase equilibria in the temperature range of 1773 to 1823 K at 

oxygen partial pressure of 10-10 bar and 0.21 bar were characterized. 

An investigation of the volatilization of vanadium oxide was also carried out in the present work. Isothermal 

evaporation of vanadium pentoxide in the temperature range between 1723 and 1873 K was investigated by 

Thermogravimetric Analysis under different oxygen partial pressures, viz. oxygen, air or CO2. The Arrhenius 

activation energy for the evaporation reaction in various atmospheres was calculated from the experimental results. 

A mathematical model was developed to describe the kinetics of the evaporation process. Evaporation coefficients 

and enthalpies in various atmospheres were also estimated. The present results may have some implications in 

recovering vanadium from different vanadium-bearing sources. 

Keywords: Calphad, thermodynamic modelling, compound energy formalism, ionic two-sublattice liquid model, 

evaporation kinetics, activation energy, TGA, activity 
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Sammanfattning 

För att förstå hur vanadininnehållande oxidsystem påverkar den metallurgiska processen är grundläggande studier av 

de termodynamiska egenskaperna mycket viktiga. CALPHAD-tekniken har här använts för termodynamisk 

modellering av systemen V-O, Ca-V-O och Ti-V-O. Den så kallade ”compound energy”-formalismen har använts 

för att beskriva alla ingående lösningsfaser. All optimering och alla beräkningar har utförts med mjukvaran Thermo-

Calc. I denna avhandling presenteras fristående termodynamisk databaser över alla faser i de studerade systemen. 

Dessa kan användas för att beräkna termodynamiska egenskaper, stabila samt metastabila jämvikter och drivkrafter 

för oxidation etc. 

Slaggen vid stålframställning är en viktig sekundär källa för vanadinextraktion. I detta arbete studeras också 

fasrelationer och vanadindistribution i syntetiska CaO-SiO2-MgO-V2O3-Al2O3-slagger, vars sammansättningar valts 

för att vara relevanta för stålproducenterna. Fasjämvikter i temperatur-intervallet 1773-1823 K vid syrepartialtryck 

av 10-10 bar och 0.21 bar karakteriserades. 

En undersökning av förångning av vanadinoxid genomfördes också. Isoterm avdunstning av vanadinpentoxid i 

temperaturområdet mellan 1723 och 1873 K undersöktes genom termogravimetrisk analys under olika 

syrepartialtryck, nämligen syre, luft eller CO2. Arrheniusaktiveringsenergin för förångningsreaktionen i olika 

atmosfärer beräknades från de experimentella resultaten. En matematisk modell har utvecklats för att beskriva 

kinetiken för förångningsprocessen. Avdunstningskoefficienter och entalpier i olika atmosfärer uppskattades. De 

aktuella resultaten kan ha viss betydelse för återvinning av vanadin från olika vanadinbärande källor. 

Nyckelord:  Calphad, termodynamisk modellering, compound energy formalism, förångning, kinetik, 

aktiveringsenergi, TGA, aktivitet 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

Vanadium is one of the most frequently used alloying elements, exerting a beneficial effect on the 

strength and plasticity of steels. With the increasing price and depletion of primary sources, utilization 

of secondary vanadium-containing sources will expand. Furthermore, secondary sources will pose an 

environmental problem due to the leakage of vanadium into the biosphere. Therefore, the present work 

is carried out to study the vanadium-containing oxides systems towards the design of improved process 

routes to recover vanadium from secondary sources.  

1.1. Vanadium oxide compounds 

Vanadium exists as different oxides having the valence +2, +3, +4 and +5. It is an important alloying 

element in the production of ferrous and non-ferrous alloys in order to achieve desired physical and 

mechanical properties [1]. However, vanadium introduced into the hot metal gets oxidized easily and 

enters the molten slag or reacts with oxygen-rich inclusions [2, 3]. The loss of vanadium to the slag is a 

serious economic concern to steel producers, and furthermore it poses an environmental problem due to 

the leakage of vanadium into the biosphere. In order to control the vanadium level in hot metals and 

understand the chemical reactions between liquid steel and slag/inclusions, it is essential to investigate 

the phase equilibria and thermodynamic properties of vanadium oxides in multicomponent oxide 

systems. 

Vanadium oxides are widely applicable as a smart material for energy, sensors and optoelectronics. 

The properties of vanadium oxides depend on the strong electron-lattice interactions and electron-

electron correlations. Vanadium oxide bronze which is formed by vanadium and oxygen with 

intercalated alkaline or alkaline–earth metal atoms also exhibits application potentials in optical 

devices, electrochemical sensors, electrochromic devices [4, 5]. V2O5 and VO2 are chromogenic 

materials which enable response to various external stimuli such as pressure, temperature, 

electromagnetic radiation and electrical charge [6]. Layered V4O9, V6O13 and V2O5 have been 

investigated for the fabrication of cathodes for lithium-ion batteries [7, 8, 9].  
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1.2. Structure and aim of the thesis 

This thesis is dedicated to carry out related thermodynamic and kinetic investigations on vanadium 

containing oxide systems through modelling and experiments, which are essential for the design of new 

vanadium oxide materials with unique smart properties and to understand practical vanadium 

metallurgical process. Different aspects are addressed in this thesis. Firstly, thermodynamic 

assessments have been performed for the V-O, Ca-V-O and Ti-V-O systems, which fill the gaps in 

thermodynamic databases for vanadium containing oxide systems. The CALPHAD technique has been 

applied throughout the present assessment work and all the optimization are made using the Thermo-

Calc software package. Secondly, phase equilibria in CaO-SiO2-MgO-V2O3-Al2O3 melts were studied 

in the present work by the classic gas-slag equilibrium technique. Slag compositions in the present 

study were specially chosen based on the relevancy to the Swedish high alloy steel producers. The 

impacts of slag basicity, temperature and oxygen partial pressure on phase equilibria were presented. 

This study is necessary to understand the oxidation reaction between liquid steel and slag and to 

quantify factors which affect the equilibrium vanadium loss. Finally, isothermal evaporation of 

vanadium pentoxide in different atmospheres in the temperature range from 1723 to 1873 K was 

investigated. A mathematical model was developed in order to describe the kinetics of the evaporation 

process. Evaporation coefficients and enthalpies in different atmospheres were also estimated. This 

study would inspire a newer process route for recovering vanadium from different sources, especially 

secondary sources.  

An overview is given in the first part of this thesis and organized as the follows. Chapter 2 presents 

different methodologies used in this study. Chapter 3 summarizes the important results regarding 

investigations of vanadium-containing oxide systems. Conclusions and suggestions for future work are 

given in Chapter 4. The main results and discussions are presented in the appended papers and 

manuscripts as the second part. 
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Chapter 2  

Methodology 

2.1. CALPHAD 

CALPHAD is originally an acronym for CALculation of PHAse Diagrams, but has expanded to refer 

to Computer Coupling of Phase diagrams and Thermochemistry. By the CALPHAD approach the 

Gibbs energy for each phase is given by a mathematical expression, i.e. a function of temperature, 

pressure and constitution. The mathematical expression contains adjustable parameters related to the 

thermodynamic properties. These model parameters are evaluated by the weighted nonlinear least-

square optimization of phase diagram and thermochemistry data. The philosophy of the CALPHAD 

method is to obtain a set of internally consistent thermodynamic descriptions, which can reliably 

predict the set of stable and metastable phases and their thermodynamic properties in regions without 

experimental information and extrapolations to the higher order systems. The CALPHAD technique 

has made it possible to calculate properties of multicomponent systems using thermodynamic databases 

with sub-systems that were assessed from experimental data.  

 
Figure 2.1 The CALPHAD methodology 
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Fig. 2.1 summarizes the CALPHAD methodology for development and application of thermodynamic 

databases. A thermodynamic assessment starts with a critical assessment of the available literature. A 

critical evaluation of the collected data is essential to eliminate contradictory and unreliable data. After 

this, a proper model to describe the Gibbs energy for each phase is desired considering the 

crystallography, type of bonding, order-disorder transitions and magnetic properties. A good 

thermodynamic model should have a reasonable physical background and give proper extrapolations 

into higher order systems. The details of the thermodynamic models are discussed in the following 

section of this thesis. According to the selected model, the independently adjusted parameters are 

defined and optimized using the least-squares method to fit the available consistent experimental data. 

In the interactive optimization procedure the assessor may adjust the weights of the experimental data, 

change dataset and alter or modify the models. In general, a reliable thermodynamic assessment is 

concluded based on a balanced combination of an acceptable agreement between the calculated and 

experimental data, a set of reasonable parameters and a good extrapolation characteristic.   

In CALPHAD assessments the Gibbs energy (G) is used as the modelled thermodynamic property. The 

choice of Gibbs energy rather than any other thermodynamic function is based on the fact that most 

experiments are carried out at constant temperature and pressure. From the Gibbs energy all other 

thermodynamic quantities can be derived i.e. the entropy (S), enthalpy (H), heat capacity (Cp) etc.  

2.1.1. The general form of the Gibbs energy model 

The general form of the total Gibbs energy of a phase is expressed by 

m
E

m
cnf

m
phys

m
srf

m GSTGGG        (2.1) 

where the superscript “srf” stands for “surface of reference” and m
srf G  represents the molar Gibbs 

energy of the components of the phase relative to its reference states. The contribution to the Gibbs 

energy from physical effects such as magnetic transitions is described by the term m
physG . The term 

m
cnf S  refers to the molar configurational entropy of the phase and is based on the number of possible 

arrangements of the constituents in the phase. The last term m
EG  is the molar excess Gibbs energy 

which describes the remaining part of the molar Gibbs energy of the phase after the first three terms 

have been subtracted.  
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The temperature dependence of the molar Gibbs energy of a stoichiometric phase or an end-member of 

a solution phase is often described by a power series like  

312ln FTETDTTCTBTAHbG SER
iim

o          (2.2) 

where bi is the stoichiometric factor of the element i in the phase and 
SER
iH  represents the enthalpy of 

the element i in the reference state, i.e. the stable state at 298.15 K and 1 bar. 

2.1.2. The compound energy formalism (CEF) 

The compound energy formalism was formulated by Hillert [10] in order to describe models of the 

thermodynamic properties of phases with two or more sublattices which show a variation in 

composition. In CEF, the site fraction is used instead of mole fraction. For phases with sublattices, the 

site fraction is defined as  

)(

)(
)(

s

s
is

i N

N
y        (2.3) 

where 
)(s

iN  is the number of sites occupied by constituent i on sublattice s and N(s) is the total number 

of sites on sublattice s. The sum of site fractions on each sublattice is unity. 

The concept of constituent array is introduced within the CEF, which specifies one or more 

constituents on each sublattice and is denoted I [10]. The individual constituents are denoted i with a 

superscript s to denote the sublattice s. The constituent arrays can be of different orders and the zeroth 

order (I0) has just one constituent on each sublattice. The molar Gibbs energy of a phase by CEF is 

expressed by  

m
E

m
physs

i

n

s

n

i

s
is

I
I

o
Im GGyyaRTGYPG

s

  
 

)ln()(
1 10

00
      (2.4) 

where I0 is a constituent array of zeroth order specifying one constituent on each sublattice and 

)(
0

YPI is the product of the site fractions specified by I0. 
0I

oG   is the so-called compound energy i.e. 

the Gibbs energy of the end-member I0. The factor as is the number of sites on sublattice s and 
s
iy  

denotes the site fraction of i on sublattice s. The first sum is over all sublattices and the second covers 

all constituents on each sublattice. 

The excess term EGm is expressed as 

  
1 2

2211
...)()(

I I
IIIIm

E LYPLYPG       (2.5) 
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where all possible interaction parameters were defined by the constituent array of different orders. The 

first-order constituent array (I1) has one extra constituent on one sublattice, which means there is a 

binary excess contribution from I1. The second-order array has either three interacting constituents on 

one sublattice or two interacting constituents on two different sublattices, i.e. a ternary parameter or a 

so-called reciprocal parameter. The use of constituent array of higher order is not recommended [10].  

The binary interaction parameters usually take the form of a Redlish-Kister polynomial  





k

v
ij

vv
jiij LyyL

0

)(       (2.6) 

2.1.3. The ionic two-sublattice liquid model 

Within the framework of the compound energy formalism (CEF), the ionic two-sublattice liquid model 

was developed by Hillert et al. [11, 12] when there is a tendency of ionization in the liquid phase, e.g. 

oxides and sulphides. The model follows Temkin [13] assuming the existence of two sublattices with 

cations mixing on one and anions on the other. Charged vacancies were introduced on the anion 

sublattice to keep electroneutrality and to extend the description to a metallic liquid with only cations 

on the first sublattice. For non-metallic liquids, neutral species were also allowed in the anion 

sublattice. Generally the model can be written as  

Qk
Qv

jP
v
i BVaAC ji ),,()( 0

 

where each pair of parentheses surround a sublattice. C represents cations, A anions, Va vacancies and 

B neutrals. The index i (j) denotes a specific constituent and vi (vj) its charge. The site numbers P and Q 

having the value of average charge on the other sublattice must vary with composition in order to 

maintain electroneutrality.  

                                                       
j

VaAj yQyvP
j

)(  

                                                   
i

Ci i
yvQ                                                                            (2.7) 

where y denotes the site fraction of a constituent. 

The Gibbs energy of the liquid phase is expressed by 

             (2.8) 

 

 

  




j k
m

E
BBVaVaAA

i
CC

i j i k
B

o
BC

o
CVaAC

o
ACm

GyyyyyyRTQyyRTP

GyQGyQyGyyG

kkjjii

kkiijiji

))ln()ln()ln(()ln(

:
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where 
ji AC

oG : is the Gibbs energy per (vi+(-vj)) moles of component of liquid CiAj while 
ic

oG and 

kB
oG  are the Gibbs energies per mole of component of liquid Ci and Bk, respectively. The excess part 

of the molar Gibbs energy can be described by the same expression in Eq 2.5. It should be noted that 

the interaction parameters between cations on the first sublattice are illegal when there is only a neutral 

species on the second sublattice.  

2.1.4. Application cases of CEF 

In the present work the compound energy formalism was applied for all the solution phases, in 

particular the ionic two-sublattice model is used for the liquid phase. Here the halite phase in the V-O 

system and β-bronze phase in the Ca-V-O system will be taken as examples on how to apply the CEF. 

2.1.4.1 Halite (δ) 

In the V-O system the compound VO crystallizes in the NaCl-type structure (Strukturbericht B1), thus 

it has been given the generic name halite in our work. It has been shown experimentally that the halite 

phase (δ) can exist over a wide range of compositions other than the ideal 50 at% oxygen. Here the δ-

phase is modeled with two sublattices, one for vanadium ions and the other for oxygen ion. 

As vanadium has several valency states, one can compare with wüstite (also B1 structure) in Fe-O [14] 

to describe the stoichiometric deviation towards higher oxygen content. Dissolving oxygen in FeO 

causes oxidation of some Fe+2 into Fe+3 and meanwhile some vacancies are introduced on the cation 

sublattice to keep the electroneutrality. This scheme would give the following model for the oxygen 

excess VO halite phase: 

(V+2, V+3, Va)1(O-2)1 

In the case of metallic V dissolving into the VO halite, i.e. stoichiometry deviations towards lower 

oxygen content, TiN (also B1 structure) [15] could be a comparable example where vacancy on the 

nitrogen sublattice gives a large composition range towards pure Ti. Similarly, in the present system the 

addition of metallic V is described by the introduction of Va on the oxygen sublattice and V (with zero 

valency represents the metallic V) on the vanadium sublattice simultaneously. The introduction of Va 

on the oxygen sublattice reflects the oxygen-deficient condition while some V+2 is reduced into 

metallic V. To describe the solubility of both V and O into the VO halite, the following model is 

proposed:  
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(V, V+2, V+3, Va)1(O-2, Va)1 

If the cation sublattice is denoted by I and the anion by II, the molar Gibbs energy of the halite phase 

according to the above model is expressed as follows 

m
E

VaVaOOVaVaVVVVVV

VaVa
o

VaVaOVa

o

OVaVaV

o
VaVOV

o

OV

VaV

o
VaVOV

o

OVVaV
o

VaVOV

o

OVm

GyyyyyyyyyyyyRT

GyyGyyGyyGyy

GyyGyyGyyGyyG



















)lnlnlnlnlnln( 223322

22332323

22222222

::::

::::

(2.9) 

VaOVVaOVOVVOVVVaOVVVaOVVm
E LyyyLyyyLyyyyG

,::,,:, 23232322322222 
                (2.10) 

The above equation (2.10) is the excess Gibbs energy which depends on the interaction between the 

species within each sublattice. Three interaction parameters were optimized in the present work.  

This model is very complex as the same composition can be expressed in many different ways. Strict 

control must be applied to have a reasonable variation of the site fractions (see Fig. 2.3). 

VaOVV
L

,:, 22  was evaluated to ensure the correct trend of V+2 replaced by V towards lower oxygen 

content than 50 at% while oxygen was replaced by vacancies on the second sublattice. 

232 :,  OVV
L indicates the trend of V+3 and Va replacing V+2 towards higher oxygen content than 50 at%. 

VaOV
L

,: 23  was used to enforce a low fraction of V+3 below 50 at% oxygen content. 

 

Figure 2.2 Configuration of the compound energy model for the halite phase (V,V+2,V+3,Va)1(O-2,Va)1  

Fig. 2.2 is a graphic representation of the halite phase model, where all eight end-members are 

represented. Please note that V2O3 is not an end-member but a stoichiometry which denotes the neutral 

combination of charged end-members V+3:O-2 and Va:O-2. Red lines show the neutral surface 

connecting all neutral end-members and combinations. 22:  OV

oG and VaV
oG :  are identical to the Gibbs 

energy of one mole of pure VO (GV1O1) and one mole of pure vanadium (GFCCVV), respectively. 
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2: OVa

oG  is chosen as the reference for the charged end-member of this halite phase. It can be given an 

arbitrary value and was set to zero here by convenience, which was explained in detail in [14]. VaVa
oG :

= 30T is adopted from the Thermo-Calc databank. The following equations were used: 

TG

G

GFCCVVG

OGVG

VaVa
o

OVa

o

VaV
o

OV

o

30

0

11

:

:

:

:

2

22













                                            (2.11) 

The value of 23:  OV

oG is optimized to fit the oxygen solubility based on the following equation 

TBAOGVGG
OVa

o

OV

o   322 223 ::
      (2.12) 

               which gives   TBAOGVG
OV

o  ''325.023:
 

The Gibbs energy of the remaining three end-members can be derived assuming zero reaction energies 

of the reciprocal systems represented in Fig. 2.2. 

TTBAOGVG

TOGVG

TGFCCVVG

VaV

o

VaV

o

OV

o

30''325.0

3011

30

:

:

:

3

2

2













           (2.13) 

 
Figure 2.3 Calculated site fractions of the species in halite vs. x(O) at 1473 K. 

The halite model was altered several times before the present one with its parameters was chosen, in 
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order to avoid any excessive number of parameters. A satisfactory phase boundary towards lower 

oxygen content was obtained by using Hal

VaOVV
L

,:, 22  while Hal

OVV
L 232 :,  was adjusted to fit the oxygen-

rich phase boundary. Strict control was applied by giving a large positive value to Hal

VaOV
L

,: 23   to have a 

reasonable variation of the fraction of the species.  Fig. 2.3 shows the calculated site occupancy of all 

constituents at 1473 K. 

It can be seen that V+2 and O-2 are the dominant species in the homogeneity range, x(O) from 0.4633 to 

0.5517, of the halite phase at this temperature. With the increase of the O content in the range of 

x(O)>0.5, i.e. more O is dissolved into the VO halite, V+2 is rapidly replaced by V+3 which reflects the 

oxidation environment at O-rich conditions. On the other hand, with the decrease of the O content in 

the range of x(O)<0.5, i.e. more V is dissolved into the VO halite, V+2 is mainly replaced by V, which 

reasonably well reflects the reduction environment at O-deficient conditions. The site fractions of 

vacancies on both sublattices reach 11.6 at% at the equiatomic composition. Such a vacancy content is 

comparable to that from [16]. Davydov [16] found that cubic vanadium monoxide contains up to 10-15 

at% of structural vacancies in the vanadium and oxygen sublattices simultaneously.  

2.1.4.2 β-bronze phase 

In the Ca-V-O system the phase CaxV2O5 (0.17≤x≤0.33) is known as β vanadium bronze, which 

crystallizes with Ca+2 intercalated within quasi-1D tunnels of V2O5 [17]. Wadsley [18] first defined this 

structure type, where the host may form a new phase embodying tubes or tunnels. According to 

Wadsley [18], the β–bronze phase comprises three distinct vanadium oxide chains that enclose a quasi-

1D tunnel where metal ions reside. In this phase vanadium occurs simultaneously in two valence states 

viz. +4 and +5, via the intercalation of Ca+2 [19]. Accordingly, the β-bronze phase is modeled as 

(V+4,V+5)2(O-2)5(Ca+2,Va)1, where the third sublattice represents the interstitial sites which may be 

occupied by intercalated Ca+2. 
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Figure 2.4 Configuration of compound energy model for the β-bronze phase. 

Fig. 2.4 is a graphical representation of the β-bronze phase model, where all four end-members are 

represented. After the proposal of Hillert et al.[20], the model parameters are assessed in the following 

way. The Cp of the charged end-member (V+4)2(O-2)5(Va)1 is set equal to that of the neutral 

stoichiometric compound V2O5. (V+5)2(O-2)5(Va)1 describes the composition range of β-bronze at the 

V2O5-rich side, its Cp is also set equal to that of V2O5. The third end-member (V+4)2(O-2)5(Ca+2)1 

represents the neutral stoichiometric CaV2O5, which describes the composition range of β-bronze at the 

CaV2O5-rich side. The molar Gibbs energy for the remaining fourth end-member 5 2 2: :

o

V O Ca
G    can be 

derived assuming zero reciprocal reaction energy. In summary, the following equations were used in 

the present work: 
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      (2.14) 

where GV2O5 is the Gibbs energy of one mole of pure V2O5, GCaV2O5 is the Gibbs energy of one mole 

of pure CaV2O5; A, B, C and D are the parameters to be optimized.  

The reciprocal interaction parameter 4 5 2 2, : : ,V V O Ca Va
L      was necessary to control the stability range of this 

β-bronze phase.  

2.2. Experimental work 

2.2.1. Thermogravimetry (TGA) 

V2O5 with a purity of 99.6% was supplied by Sigma Aldrich Chemie (Germany). Fine powder was 

pressed into pellets (diameter=16 mm). Pieces from the pellet weighing approximately 100 mg were 

(V+5)2(O-2)5(Ca+2)1(V+5)2(O-2)5(Va)1

(V+4)2(O-2)5(Va)1 (V+4)2(O-2)5(Ca+2)1
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kept in Pt crucibles. These crucibles were made from platinum foil (purity of 99.99%) with a thickness 

of 0.1 mm. In all the experiments, the crucibles were filled with the same amount of the sample so that 

the results are comparable. The oxidant gases, viz. air (technical grade), argon (99.999%) and CO2 

(Technical grade) gases, used in the present work were provided by AGA GAS (Stockholm). 

TG analyses were performed in a SETARAM TGA-92 (Setaram Instrumentation, Caluire, France) 

thermogravimetric instrument having an accuracy of 1 μg. The sketch of this apparatus is presented in 

Fig. 2.5. The Pt crucible was suspended by a Pt wire inside the alumina reaction tube. The position of 

the crucible was adjusted to make sure that the sample was in the even temperature zone (±1 K) of the 

furnace. A Pt-30%Rh / Pt-6%Rh thermocouple was used to monitor the temperature. It was placed as 

close as possible to the bottom of the crucible. 

The evaporation experiments were carried out under isothermal conditions. The sample was heated to 

the target temperature in the range of 1723 to 1873 K at a heating rate of 20 K/min in argon atmosphere 

at a flow rate of 50 Nml/min. The oxidant gas was switched on when the system had attained steady 

target temperature. Preliminary trials were conducted at 1873 K in order to determine the starvation 

rate of gas flow by carrying out the TGA experiments for the same sample with different gas flow rates. 

Beyond 400 Nml/min, the same mass loss was unaltered with gas flow rate. In view of this, the oxidant 

gas flow rate was kept constant at 400 Nml/min. The sample was maintained at the target temperature 

for 7 hours. The mass and temperature changes of the sample were registered every 2 seconds by the 

computer during the experiments. The sample was cooled at a rate of 35 K/min after the experiment. 

Selected experiments were repeated and the results were found to be reproducible confirming the 

reliability of the apparatus and the procedure adopted. 
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Figure 2.5 A schematic diagram of the TGA setup (SETARAM TGA 92). 

2.2.2. Phase equilibria in CaO-SiO2-MgO-Al2O3-V2O3 systems 

The experimental details, viz, starting materials and sample preparation, experimental apparatus and 

procedure can be found in section 2 of paper V. 

Table 2.1 shows the starting compositions and experimental conditions for each sample. Slag 

compositions of the present study were chosen based on the relevancy to the Swedish high alloy steel 

producers. 

Table 2.1 Chemical composition of the original slag samples and experimental parameters 

Sample 
Slag composition (wt%) 

Basicity* 
PO2 

(bar) 
Temperature 

(K) 
CaO SiO2 MgO V2O3 Al2O3 

S1L 51 34 6 4 5 1.5 10-10 1773 

S2L 54.7 30.4 6 4 5 1.8 10-10 1773 

S3L 54.7 30.4 6 4 5 1.8 10-10 1823 
S4L 57.5 27.4 6 4 5 2.1 10-10 1823 
S5H 40.3 44.7 6 4 5 0.9 0.21 1773 
S6H 46.4 38.6 6 4 5 1.2 0.21 1773 
S7H 51 34 6 4 5 1.5 0.21 1773 
S8H 54.7 30.4 6 4 5 1.8 0.21 1773 

      *basicity is defined as wt%CaO/wt%SiO2 here. 

Oxygen partial pressure of 10-10 bar was controlled by using Ar-CO-CO2 gas mixtures (argon gas is 

99.999 % pure while CO and CO2 gases are technical grade. All gases were supplied by AGA, 

Stockholm) while air (technical grade, supplied by AGA, Stockholm) was used for oxygen partial 
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pressure of 0.21 bar. It was essential to purify the gases before introducing them into the reaction tube 

due to the extremely low oxygen partial pressures involved in the equilibration experiments.  

 

Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of gas cleaning system (1-silica gel, 2-magnesium perchlorate, 3-
ascarite, 4-copper turnings, 5-magnesium chips, 6-flowmeter) 

The gas-cleaning train used in the present work is shown in Fig. 2.6. Silica gel, magnesium perchlorate 

and ascarite were used to remove moisture and CO2 in the gases. Residual oxygen gas in argon was 

removed by passing through copper turnings at 873 K and magnesium chips at 773 K. The gases were 

mixed in a gas-mixture chamber before being introduced into the reaction tube. 

The cross section of the Pt-crucible was analyzed by SEM/EDS in order to make sure that vanadium 

dissolved in platinum was uniformly distributed. This confirms the attainment of equilibrium between 

the Pt-crucible and the slag phase. The Pt-crucible was also analyzed with respect to Ca, Si, Al, Mg 

apart from Pt and V. The amounts of Ca, Si, Mg, Al were found to be below the detection limits in this 

analysis. 
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Chapter 3 

Results and discussion 

3.1. Assessed systems 

3.1.1. V-O binary system 

Fundamental thermodynamic information on the V-O system is essential for vanadium alloy design and 

to understand practical vanadium metallurgical process. A self-consistent thermodynamic description of 

all phases in the V-O system was developed, which makes it possible to calculate phase diagrams and 

thermodynamic properties.  

The VO-VO2.5 sub-system has already been optimized by Kang [21], using the modified quasichemical 

model for the liquid phase. However, their evaluation is limited to the oxygen rich phases. The goal of 

the present work was to obtain a fully consistent thermodynamic description in the full composition 

range of the V-O system, where phases with lower oxygen content are also taken into account. A 

complete list of phases considered in this work can be found in Table 3.1. Thermodynamic descriptions 

of two different models for the corundum phase were presented in the work. The simple model (dataset 

1) which only considers the metal deficiency gives reasonable thermodynamic descriptions except for 

the relations between oxygen partial pressure and defect concentration. Therefore, an advanced model 

(dataset 2) which takes both metal deficiency and excess oxygen into account was needed. 

Table 3.1 Thermodynamic modelling of the phases in the V-O system 

Phase name Model description 
Notation in 

database 

Liquid (V+2)P(O-2, Va-Q, VO1.5,VO2,VO2.5)Q Ionic_Liq 

α phase (V)1(O,Va)3 BCC_A2 

δ phase (V, V+2, V+3, Va)1(O-2, Va)1 Halite 

γ phase (V)1(O, Va)0.5 V2O_SS 

β phase (V)1(O, Va)1 BETA_V_O 

Corundum 
Simple model  (V+3,V+4,Va)2(O-2)3 

Advanced model (V+2,V+3,V+4,Va)2(O-2)3(Va,O-2)1 
CORUNDUM 

δ’ phase (V)52(O)64 V52O64 
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V3O5_LT (V+3)2(V+4)1(O-2)5 V3O5_LT 

V3O5_HT (V+3)2(V+4)1(O-2)5 V3O5_HT 

V4O7 (V+3)2(V+4)2(O-2)7 V4O7 

V5O9 (V+3)2(V+4)3(O-2)9 V5O9 

V6O11 (V+3)2(V+4)4(O-2)11 V6O11 

V7O13 (V+3)2(V+4)5(O-2)13 V7O13 

V8O15 (V+3)2(V+4)6(O-2)15 V8O15 

VO2_HT (V+4)1(O-2)2 VO2_HT 

VO2_LT (V+4)1(O-2)2 VO2_LT 

V3O7 (V+5)2(V+4)1(O-2)7 V3O7 

V6O13 (V+5)2(V+4)4(O-2)13 V6O13 

V2O5 (V+5)2(O-2)5 V2O5 

 
Figure 3.1 Part of the V-O phase diagram at lower oxygen content with experimental data [22, 23]. 

Fig. 3.1 shows a close-up of the phase diagram at lower oxygen content. Generally, good agreement 

was obtained between experimental and assessed data. Fig. 3.2 compares the O-rich portion of the 

phase diagram with experimental data. Both datasets can reproduce the experimental information very 

well. The agreement between different experimental data is convincingly good. The details of this 

assessment can be found in paper I.  
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Figure 3.2 Part of the V-O phase diagram at higher oxygen content with experimental data [24-28] (a is 

calculated using dataset 1 and b using dataset 2) 
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 3.1.2. Ca-V-O ternary system 

The Ca-V-O system is an important subsystem in the process of extraction of vanadium from ores and 

concentrates. However, no thermodynamic assessment has been reported previously for the Ca-V-O 

system. The purpose of the present study was to fit all the available experimental information by 

applying thermodynamic models to each individual phase and then to reproduce reliable phase 

diagrams and thermodynamic properties of the phases. The Ca-V-O system is studied with an emphasis 

on the following oxide sub-systems: CaO-V2O5, CaO-V2O3, V2O5-CaV2O5 and CaO-V2O5-VO2.   

Previous descriptions of the unaries [29] and the binaries V-O [30], Ca-O [31] and Ca-V [32] systems 

are accepted. All the phases involved in this work are listed in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2. Ternary phases in the Ca-V-O system 

Phase name Model description composition Notation in database 

Liquid (Ca+2,V+2)P(O-2,Va-Q,VO2,VO1.5,VO2.5)Q − liquid 

CaV2O6 (Ca+2)1(V+5)2(O-2)6 CaO·V2O5 CV_5a 

Ca2V2O7 (Ca+2)2(V+5)2(O-2)7 2CaO·V2O5 C2V_5 

Ca3V2O8 (Ca+2)3(V+5)2(O-2)8 3CaO·V2O5 C3V_5 

Ca4V2O9 (Ca+2)4(V+5)2(O-2)9 4CaO·V2O5 C4V_5 

CaVO3 (Ca+2)1(V+4)1(O-2)3 CaO·VO2 CV_4 

CaV2O5 (Ca+2)1(V+4)2(O-2)5 CaO·2VO2 CV2_4 

CaV3O7 (Ca+2)1(V+4)3(O-2)7 CaO·3VO2 CV3_4 

CaV4O9 (Ca+2)1(V+4)4(O-2)9 CaO·4VO2 CV4_4 

β-bronze 

CaxV2O5 

(0.17≤x≤
0.33) 

(V+4,V+5)2(O-2)5(Ca+2,Va)1 − bronze 

CaV2O4 (Ca+2)1(V+3)2(O-2)4 CaO·V2O3 CV_3 

Ca5V3O9.5 (Ca+2)5(V+3)3(O-2)9.5 − C5 

Ca9V6O18 (Ca+2)9(V+3)6(O-2)18 − C9 

a Notation CxVy_z represents phase xCaO·yV2Oz(Z=3,5) or xCaO·yVO2(Z=4), e.g. CV_5 refers to 
CaO·V2O5 
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Figure 3.3 Calculated pseudo-binary CaO-V2O5 phase diagram with experimental data from [33]. 

The experimental data on the invariant equilibria of the CaO-V2O5 system are plotted in Fig. 3.3. The 

present assessment fits the experimental data reasonably well, except for the peritectic temperatures 

L+C3V_5→C2V_5 and L+C2V_5→CV_5. It was found impossible to fit these equilibria without 

using unreasonable temperature dependent parameters for 2 2
2.5

0

: ,

Liq

Ca O VO
L   and 2 2

2.5

1

: ,

Liq

Ca O VO
L   . 

The calculated phase diagram of V2O5-CaV2O5 is shown in Fig. 3.4. The present assessment specially 

makes β-bronze stable from 298.15 K, which is common for a solid phase. Limited thermochemical 

data are available for the β-bronze phase. The enthalpy of formation of Ca0.33V2O5 from the elements 

and entropy at 298.15 K were reported in [34]. The present calculated enthalpy of formation and 

entropy is -1772 kJ/mol and 139.7 J/mol/K respectively compared with -1774 kJ/mol and 131 J/mol/K 

as reported by Volkov [34]. The present calculated entropy of Ca0.17V2O5 at 298.15 K is 132.1 J/mol/K 

which is a bit lower than the calculated value 135.2 J/mol/K from Khodos et al. [35]. Thus the present 

description for the β-bronze phase is verified to be reliable by these reasonable agreements. 
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Figure 3.4 Calculated phase diagram of the V2O5-CaV2O5 system. 

The isothermal section of CaO-V2O5-VO2 at 873 K has been studied by Volkov [34], where VO2 was 

given as V2O4. Each three-phase domain is characterized by an equilibrium oxygen partial pressure 

given in bar in Fig. 3.5a. 
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Figure 3.5 Experimental and calculated isothermal section of the CaO-V2O5-V2O4 system at 873 K. a) 

is from [34], b) is calculated from the present work. The trianglular symbols are the reported 
composition ranges for β-bronze phase from [36]. 

Fig. 3.5b shows the calculated isothermal section, which reproduces the topological phase relations 

excellently well. The calculated equilibrium oxygen partial pressures given in bar for three-phase 

domain are also presented in Fig. 3.5b. 

The equilibrium isothermal section of the CaO-V2O5-VO2 system at 923 K was investigated by Boulax 

et al. [37], where VO2 was given as V2O4. The topological phase relations from Boulax’s work [37] can 

be reasonably well reproduced using the present thermodynamic descriptions, which is shown in Fig. 

3.6b. 

Paper II is referred to for details of this work. 
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Figure 3.6 The isothermal section of the CaO-V2O5-V2O4 system at 923 K. a) is from [37], b) is 
calculated in this work. The triangle symbols are the reported composition ranges for β-bronze phase 

from [36]. 
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3.1.3. Ti-V-O ternary system 

No thermodynamic description of the ternary Ti-V-O system has been published in the open literature 

so far. The present assessment was based on the binary systems Yang et al.[30] (V-O), Hampl et al. [38] 

(Ti-O) and Saunders [39] (Ti-V). No thermochemical data are available in the literature. Thus, this 

assessment was based solely on phase diagram data. A list of optimized phases in the present work is 

provided in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3 Thermodynamic modelling of the phases in the Ti-V-O system 

Phase name Model description Notation in database 

Liquid (Ti+2,V+2)P(O-2,Va,O,TiO2,TiO1.5,VO2,VO1.5,VO2.5)Q ION_LIQ 

Rutile (Ti+4,V+4)1(O-2,Va-2)2 RUTILE_MO2 

Halite (Ti,Ti+2,Ti+3,V,V+2,V+3,Va)1(O-2,Va)1 HALITE 

Ti3O5 (Ti,V)3(O)5 TI3O5 

V3O5 (Ti,V)3(O)5 V3O5 

M4O7 (Ti,V)4(O)7 M4O7 

Ti5O9 (Ti,V)5(O)9 TI5O9 

V5O9 (Ti,V)5(O)9 V5O9 

M6O11 (Ti,V)6(O)11 M6O11 

M8O15 (Ti,V)8(O)15 M8O15 

HCP_A3 (Ti,V)1(O,Va)0.5 HCP_A3 

BCC_A2 (Ti,V,Va)1(O,Va)3 BCC_A2 

A binodal line in the VO2-TiO2 system was determined by Zamma and Ueda in 1998, but no report was 

presented. The experimental data from Zamma and Ueda are reproduced from [40] in Fig. 3.7. The 

calculated phase diagram of VO2-TiO2 is shown in Fig. 3.7, which shows good agreement with the 

experimental data. The start of the phase separation was calculated to occur at 33.1 at % TiO2 at 836 K, 

compared to the critical point 34 at % at 830 K, reported by Hiroi et al. [40]. 
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Figure 3.7 Calculated pseudo-binary VO2-TiO2 phase diagram with experimental data from Zamma and 

Ueda [40]. (The green squares represent for the present calculation of spinodal line while the blue 
circles are the experimental data from Hiroi et al. [40] ) 

Phase relations in the V2O3-Ti2O3-TiO2 system at 1473 K have been studied by Brach et al. [41]. 

According to [41], V3O5 solid solution is stable from the composition V2TiO5 to V0.69Ti2.31O5. For 

compositions between V0.69Ti2.31O5 and V0.42Ti2.58O5 the V3O5 solid solution coexists with a Ti3O5 solid 

solution. The M4O7, M6O11 and M8O15 solid solutions were continuous between V2Tin-2O2n-1 and  

TinO2n-1 (n=4, 6, 8). The composition V0.665Ti4.335O9 with the highest vanadium content could give an 

essentially single solution phase Ti5O9. Fig. 3.8 shows the calculated isothermal section, which 

reproduces the composition ranges of the solution phases excellently well. 
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Figure 3.8 Calculated isothermal section of the V2O3-Ti2O3-TiO2 system at 1473 K. (The star symbols 
are the reported composition ranges for solid solutions, viz, V0.69Ti2.31O5 for V3O5, V0.42Ti2.58O5 for 

Ti3O5, V0.665Ti4.335O9 for Ti5O9 [41]) 

 

Figure 3.9 Calculated oxygen isobars in the V2O3-Ti2O3-TiO2 system at 1473 K. (compositions in 
mole percent) 
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The oxygen isobars are calculated in the V2O3-Ti2O3-TiO2 system at 1473 K in Fig. 3.9. Andersson and 

Khan [42, 43] have shown that oxygen partial pressures in equilibrium with titanium oxides are much 

lower than that with those homologues vanadium oxides. This coincides with the calculation in Fig. 

3.9, in which the oxygen partial pressure is decreasing from V2Tin-2O2n-1 to TinO2n-1.  

 
Figure 3.10 Calculated phase diagram of the V2O3-TiO2 system with experimental data from [44]. 

The calculated phase diagram of V2O3-TiO2 is shown in Fig. 3.10. According to the present 

thermodynamic description, V2TiO5 is the composition of solution phase V3O5 in the V2O3-TiO2 

isoplethal section, which is visually shown in Fig. 3.8. Similarly, V2Ti2O7 is the composition of the 

solution phase M4O7 and V2Ti3O9 is the composition of the solution phase V5O9. Fig. 3.10 shows the 

equilibrium phase regions, which can be verified by isothermal sections at various temperatures in the 

Ti-V-O system or single equilibria in the V2O3-TiO2 system. The experimental liquidus temperature 

(peritectic for V2TiO5, congruent melting for V2Ti2O7 and V2Ti3O9) from [44] are in reasonable 

agreement with the calculated liquidus. 

Details on this assessment can be found in paper III. 
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3.2. Evaporation kinetics of liquid vanadium oxide 

Details of the kinetic study can be found in paper IV, where there is a clerical error in the published 

title. The correct title is ‘Kinetic studies on evaporation of liquid vanadium oxide, VOx (where x=2 or 

2.5)’.  

Wang et al. [45] attributed the “incubation period” at the start of the oxidation reaction to the 

evaporation of vanadium oxide in their thermogravimetric studies of the oxidation of Fe-V alloys. 

Vanadium presents different valence states in its oxides which are shown in the V-O phase diagram 

[30]. The stability of these oxides as a function of oxygen partial pressure is presented in Fig. 3.11a 

[46], which was calculated by the database for stoichiometric compounds. It can be seen that pure V2O5 

is stable at higher oxygen pressures. The calculated potential phase diagram of the V-O system using 

the thermodynamic description from paper I is shown in Fig. 3.11b. The liquid is treated as a solution 

phase in paper I, which is more reasonable for V-O binary system. It has been reported that parameters 

such as temperature, composition and oxygen partial pressure can affect the valence state of vanadium 

[47, 48]. Experimental results from Farah [47] showed that high basicities of the slag stabilized higher 

vanadium oxidation states. High vapor pressure of vanadium pentoxide at high temperature would 

imply that there may be a possibility of recovering vanadium by heating raw materials.  

 
                Figure 3.11a    Stability diagram of VOx by FactSage 6.1 [46]. 
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Figure 3.11b    Calculated potential phase diagram of the V-O system from [30]. (The unit for PO2 here 

is bar and Kelvin for temperature). 

3.2.1. Evaporation process under different oxygen partial pressure 

In the actual TGA investigations, the gas flow rate was kept above the starvation rate in order to avoid 

the gas phase mass transfer to be rate-controlling step. As mentioned earlier, all the experiments were 

conducted under identical conditions in order to ensure that the experimental results were comparable. 

The evaporation studies were conducted in homogeneous liquid phase as supported by Fig. 3.11a and 

Fig. 3.11b. It is to be noted that V2O5 (liq.) transforms to VO2 (liq.) at about 1673 K from Fig. 3.11a 

which only considers stoichiometric compounds. Equilibrium calculations using the thermodynamic 

descriptions from paper I also show that the main species in liquid phase are VO2 and VO5/2 at 

corresponding experimental conditions (oxygen partial pressure and temperature). Thus, the 

experimental temperature range covers the evaporation of both these oxide melts. 

Ocular as well as microscopic examination of some of the samples quenched before complete 

vaporization revealed that the sample was uniform indicating a homogeneous melt. The maximum 

temperature for this study was determined by the upper temperature limit of the thermoanalyzer. 
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Experiments in oxygen were conducted at the minimum temperature of 1723 K. In the case of the 

isothermal evaporation of V2O5 in CO2, only the experiments at 1773, 1823 and 1873 K were 

considered in the analysis of the results.  

Figs. 3.12-3.14 show the isothermal evaporation curves at various temperatures in different 

atmospheres. The dimensionless mass change, σ=Δw/w0, was used to analyze the results. (σ represents 

the ratio of mass loss to the initial mass, w0 is the initial mass of the sample while Δw =w0-wt, wt is the 

mass at time t.) 

 
Figure 3.12 Dimensionless mass loss as a function of time in O2. 

 

 
Figure 3.13 Dimensionless mass loss as a function of time in air. 
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Figure 3.14 Dimensionless mass loss as a function of time in CO2. 

The evaporation rate was found to increase with temperature in all the cases, irrespective of the gas 

atmospheres. It is also seen that the rate of evaporation decreases with decreasing oxygen partial 

pressure in the gas atmosphere. Further, it can be noticed that a total evaporation (σ = 1) is attained at 

1873 K in about 6 h when oxygen gas is used as the carrier gas. The corresponding values obtained in 

air and CO2 are 0.9 and 0.35 respectively. This is indicative of the strong influence of the oxygen 

partial pressure on the evaporation process: As seen in Fig. 3.11a, at temperatures below 1673 K, it is 

likely that V2O5 is reduced to VO2 even before the start of the isothermal TGA experiment. Thus, the 

evaporation is likely to proceed through the intermediate step of oxidation of VO2 to V2O5 on the 

surface of the melt, followed by evaporation.  

This would affect the total mass change. During the experiments with the evaporation of VOx in CO2, 

the sample would have undergone a certain degree of reduction to less-evaporating lower oxides. This 

effect was significant in the case of the experiments in CO2 atmosphere at 1723 K. In this case, the 

results deviated significantly from the trend shown in Figs. 3.12-3.14 and the product after this 

experiment differed from other samples as observed during post-experiment by ocular inspection. Due 

to these reasons, the results from the CO2 experiments at 1723 K are not considered in the results 

analysis as they showed a deviation from the general trend. Further investigations are needed to 

examine the reduction rate of V2O5. 
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3.2.2. Activation energy for evaporation 

Activation energies (Ea) for evaporation can be determined by fitting the Arrhenius equation as shown 

in Eq. (3.1) [49].  

A
RT

E
k a lnln 


       (3.1)    

where A is pre-exponential factor, R is the universal gas constant (8.3142 J/mol K) and T is the absolute 

temperature. 

Fig. 3.15 shows the Arrhenius plot, viz. the logarithmic evaporation rates in different atmospheres as 

function of 104/T. Due to the possible difference of starting material predicted by Fig. 3.11a, the data 

under experimental condition of oxygen at 1723 K was not considered here. Activation energies were 

determined from the slopes. The Er for kr (chemical reaction rate constant) represents the activation 

energy for reaction-controlling step while the Ed for kd (rate constant derived from parabolic 

relationship).  
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Figure 3.15 The Arrhenius plot of evaporation rates for linear (a) and parabolic (b) stages in different 

atmospheres.  

From values of evaporation rate, it can be concluded that evaporation in oxygen is easier than in air or 

CO2 keeping all other conditions the same. This can be confirmed by the experimental fact that samples 

in oxygen always lose weight faster.  

3.2.3. Kinetic model of evaporation 

As mentioned in the earlier part of this thesis, the mass loss curves would be the net result of  

a) mass loss due to evaporation and 

b) mass loss due to the reduction of V2O5 to lower oxides at lower oxygen potentials.  

The slight reduction of the valence state of vanadium is likely to occur even in oxygen at temperatures 

above approx 1723 K, as is shown in Fig. 3.11a. This is also supported by the difference in the 

evaporation rate in air and in oxygen. This can be attributed to the pentavalent oxide, which gets 

reduced to the tetravalent state as supported by the phase diagram in Fig. 3.11a then oxidized in the 

oxidant gas and evaporates. As there are no reaction steps evident from the thermograms, it is difficult 

to separate the steps involved. It can only be speculated that V2O5 could be formed on the surface of the 

melt before getting evaporated. Thus, the present analysis of the results is the total kinetic analysis.  

The mass loss curves from the TGA experiments in oxygen and air indicate an initial linear evaporation 

rate region followed by a parabolic region at later stages. While the initial stage would represent the 

surface evaporation as the rate-controlling step, the second is a parabolic step. The present experiments 

were conducted with gas flow rates above the starvation rate. Thus, gas phase mass transfer will not be 

a rate-controlling factor. This would imply that the parabolic step is governed by the diffusion of the 
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species to the surface. In all cases, there is the possibility of reduction in the oxide. Even if a solid 

reduction product is formed on the surface, it is not expected that it would form a barrier to evaporation 

in view of the convective flow in the bulk liquid. Further, evaporation is an endothermic reaction. Thus, 

the surface will be cooled, albeit very slightly due to the evaporation phenomenon. This will accentuate 

convective flow. 

In the work, a kinetic model is developed to describe the experimental mass loss curves by a 

combination of linear and parabolic rate laws.  

3.2.3.1. Linear region 

Linear mass loss as a function of time could be indicative of chemical reaction as the rate-controlling 

step while parabolic behavior indicates a mass-transfer control [50]. It is possible to use the rates 

obtained at different temperatures during the isothermal process (assuming that the slight cooling effect 

on the surface due to evaporation may not have a serious impact on the bulk temperature of the system, 

which is considered reasonable) to calculate activation energies for reaction step by Arrhenius plots. Eq 

(3.2) could represent the chemical reaction step [51].  

rr btk        (3.2) 

where kr is the rate constant for chemical reaction step, br is an additive constant (ideally equal to zero). 

It can be seen in Figs. 3.12-3.13 that the initial parts of the weight loss curves are almost linear during 

the first 7500 s. Therefore, these parts of the curves were fitted by the least-squares method to derive 

activation energies for the chemical reaction process. But for evaporation in CO2, the entire weight loss 

curves in Fig. 3.14 show perfect linear trend. This means that evaporation in CO2 in the investigated 

temperature range was always controlled by the chemical reaction. One possible explanation is that 

evaporation of vanadium pentoxide is dependent on oxygen partial pressure. Here evaporation is 

restrained by reaction in the relatively lower oxygen partial pressure atmosphere. Here the entire 

weight loss curves in Fig. 3.14 were fitted by the linear rate law shown in Eq (3.2). Comparisons of 

linearly fitted data based on model predictions with experimental data are shown in Figs. 3.16-3.18. 
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Figure 3.16 Linear fit for the first 7500 s evaporation in air (solid line: experimental data; symbol line: 

fitted line) 

 
Figure 3.17 Linear fit for the first 7500 s evaporation in O2 (solid line: experimental data; symbol line: 

fitted line) 
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Figure 3.18 Linear fit for the whole evaporation in CO2 (solid line: experimental data; symbol line: 

fitted line) 

3.2.3.2. Parabolic region 

At the later stage, when concentration of evaporation product becomes very high, the dominant 

controlling step is diffusion. Eq (3.3) could represent the diffusion controlling step. 

dd btk  2)(   

                                   dd btk                         (3.3) 

where kd is the rate constant for the diffusion step, bd is an additive constant (it is the mass variation at 

around 10000 s in this case). 

Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.20 show the parabolic fits for the evaporation from 10000 s in air and oxygen 

respectively. For convenience, the chemical reaction controlling part (first 7500 s) is included as a 

starting point. 
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Figure 3.19 Comparison of experimental data with model predictions for evaporation in air (solid line: 

experimental data; symbol line: fitted data) 

 
Figure 3.20 Comparison of experimental data with model predictions for evaporation in oxygen (solid 

line: experimental data; symbol line: fitted data) 

It can be seen that theoretical predictions are in reasonable agreement with experimental data. It 

indicates that the evaporation behavior of vanadium pentoxide is governed by a chemical reaction 

which obeys a linear rate law in CO2 at 1773 K, 1823 K and 1873 K. In air and oxygen, weight loss 

curves showed that the evaporation rate increased fast in the initial stage which is controlled by the 

chemical reaction. However, this increase became much slower as time prolonged. This is indicative of 

the diffusion step as the rate-controlling stage. 
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3.3. Thermodynamics of vanadium containing oxides 

The study of evaporation behavior of liquid vanadium oxide was carried out with a view to recover 

vanadium values from steelmaking slags. It is now established that pure vanadium pentoxide could be 

evaporated to 100%. Some thermodynamic aspects in vanadium containing oxides, such as the activity 

of vanadium oxide, valence state, phase relationships and slag composition can affect the evaporation 

process. However, investigations of phase equilibria with regard to multi-component systems 

containing vanadium oxide are scarce. In this connection, it is essential to have a clear understanding of 

thermodynamics and phase relationships in vanadium containing systems. 

3.3.1. Equilibrium phases 

SEM/EDS as well as XRD analyses were used for phase identification. Table 2 in paper V shows the 

results of phase identification. 

3.3.1.1. Effect of basicity on equilibrium phases  

Crystalline phases were identified by a series of XRD patterns in order to investigate the effect of oxide 

compositions on phase equilibrium. Fig. 3.21 indicates the effect of basicity on phase stability of 

samples soaked in air. Sample S5H (B=0.9) consisted of fully liquid slag when equilibrated at 1773 K, 

which is shown by the typical amorphous pattern in Fig. 3.21. This is also confirmed by SEM analysis 

as there were no obvious visible crystalline phases in backscattered electron (BSE) image. A vanadium-

containing phase, CaVO3, was present in XRD patterns of samples with basicity 1.5(S7H) and 

1.8(S8H). It is shown in Table 2 in paper V that vanadium was also dissolved in other precipitated 

phases. It is also observed that more CaVO3 precipitated with increasing basicity from 1.5 to 1.8 

indicating the stabilization of V4+ at higher basicities. These results are in conformity with each other. 

Equilibrium calculations using the thermodynamic descriptions of Ca-V-O ternary system from paper 

II shows that the main species in liquid phase are VO2 and VO5/2 at 1773 K. This suggests that 

vanadium is in both +4 and +5 valence state in air. Hubert [2] suggested that vanadium is boned in the 

mixed crystal structure in the form of a tetrahedron [VO4]3- in dicalcium silicate (Ca2SiO4), which was 

identified in both sample S7H and S8H. This is possible to explain where the vanadium in +5 valence 

state is in the samples. In order to make a more comprehensive study on corresponding slag 

compositions, further investigations on valence states of vanadium in the samples are needed. 
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Figure 3.21 XRD analysis of oxide samples S5H~S8H soaked in air. 

3.3.1.2. Effect of temperature on equilibrium phases 

The XRD patterns of the samples S2L and S3L are presented in Fig. 3.22. These samples were 

equilibrated at 1773 K and 1823 K, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.22 XRD analysis of oxide samples S2L and S3L. 

Phases precipitated in sample S2L were merwinite (Ca3Mg(SiO4)2), bredigite (Ca7Mg(SiO4)4) and 

periclase (MgO). When equilibrium temperature increased to 1823 K, bredigite disappeared. No 

periclase (MgO) was detected at the higher temperature either. According to Essene [52], bredigite is 

not stable above certain temperature. Essene [52] suggested that bredigite decomposed into Ca2SiO4 

and merwinite (Ca3Mg(SiO4)2). Eq. (3.4) shows the decomposition reaction.  

24342447 )(2)( SiOMgCaSiOCaSiOMgCa        (3.4) 

This is supportive of the XRD results shown in Fig. 3.22, where Ca2SiO4 and merwinite 

(Ca3Mg(SiO4)2) are shown to be present instead of bredigite at 1823 K. 

3.3.1.3. Effect of oxygen partial pressure on equilibrium phases 

Group 1 (Sample S1L and S7H) and group 2 (sample S2L and S8H) are two corresponding pairs for 

control study of the effect of oxygen partial pressure on phase equilibria. Fig. 3.23 shows the XRD 

pattern of oxide sample S1L. It is seen in Table 2 from paper V that the obvious vanadium containing 

phase CaVO3 is present in samples S7H (B=1.5) and S8H (B=1.8) treated in air. Conversely, there is no 

vanadium precipitated in equilibrium phases in samples S1L and S2L which were soaked at low 

oxygen partial pressure. Periclase (MgO) and bredigite (Ca7Mg(SiO4)4) are found in sample S2L while 

Ca2SiO4 and CaVO3 are found precipitated in S8H. These results indicate that high oxygen partial 

pressure (e.g., in air) could promote vanadium in slag melts bonding with basic oxide (CaO) to form 

stable phase. In the present investigation, phase compositions were analyzed using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) and X-Ray diffractometer (XRD) 
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techniques. The valence state of vanadium in samples can be further studied for future work. 

 
Figure 3.23 XRD analysis of oxide samples. 

3.3.2. Activity of vanadium oxide 

Vanadium has been reported to exhibit different valence states in silicate melts depending on 

temperature, composition and oxygen partial pressure. The stability of vanadium oxides as a function 

of oxygen partial pressure is presented in Fig. 3.11b [30]. As can be seen, V2O3(s) is stable between 

1773 K and 1823 K at an oxygen partial pressure of 10-10 bar. Calculations of activity of vanadium 

oxide can be found in section 4.3 of paper V.  
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Chapter 4 

Concluding remarks and outlook 

4.1. Concluding remarks 

The main work of this thesis is focused on investigations of vanadium containing oxide systems, which 

are clarified by experiment and the CALPHAD approach. By application of the CALPHAD approach, 

critical thermodynamic assessments have been performed in the V-O, Ca-V-O and Ti-V-O systems. 

With this approach the Gibbs energy of each phase is modeled as a function of temperature, pressure 

and constitution. The compound energy formalism (CEF) was applied for all the solution phases and in 

particular the ionic two-sublattice model for the liquid phase. Self-consistent datasets were obtained for 

the above oxide systems which can be used along with an appropriate thermodynamic calculation 

software such as Thermo-Calc to calculate thermodynamic properties and phase diagrams.     

Within this work some experimental investigations have also been carried out. Phase equilibria in CaO-

SiO2-MgO-V2O3-Al2O3 melts under steelmaking conditions was studied, which gives the first-hand 

support to analyze vanadium loss to the slag phase and produces reliable thermodynamic data for 

vanadium bearing oxide systems. In addition, evaporation of vanadium as V2O5 was studied. A 

mathematical model was developed to describe the kinetics of the evaporation process. It implies that 

evaporation of vanadium as pentoxide by heating vanadium raw materials under specific oxygen partial 

pressure would implicate a newer vanadium extraction process.  

4.2. Suggestions for future work 

Several important issues pertaining to vanadium containing oxide systems are addressed in this thesis. 

However, it is clear that a number of issues remain to be resolved. 

It is important to use a physically reasonable thermodynamic model based on the crystallography of 

each phase. For the β-bronze phase in Ca-V-O system, there are two different Wyckoff positions 

occupied by Ca+2 in the crystallographic structure. However, due to the lack of detailed experimental 

data on the site occupancy of Ca+2 (at various temperatures), the β-bronze phase has been modeled by a 

simplified two-sublattice model in the present work. Further crystallographic information on the 

ordering of Ca atoms in the β-bronze phase would be valuable to improve the thermodynamic model.  

Regarding the Ti-V-O system, no thermochemical data are available in the literature. Thus the 
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assessment is based solely on phase diagram data. The lack of consensus on the phase relations in 

TiO2-V2O3 system is striking. The mutual solubility ranges and crystallo-graphic structures of the 

Magnéli solution phases are limited. Therefore, further experimental studies are essential to improve 

the assessment of this system. 

Calculations related to the investigated systems can be done by applying the current thermodynamic 

descriptions. This is beneficial for vanadium recovery from metallurgical slags and for predictions of 

reactions between liquid steel and slag. 

Further experiments can extend to more complicated oxide compositions (industrial slags). It would be 

interesting to study the evaporation rate of vanadium pentoxide from steelmaking slags. The activity of 

vanadium oxide can also be calculated from the rate of evaporation. An optimized condition for 

evaporation, viz, temperature, slag composition and oxygen partial pressure could be developed. 

Confocal Microscopy is of interest for the in-situ study on vanadium accumulation and the nucleation 

of these phases as vanadium evaporates.    
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